
MuseumsConcept Storyboards (p.1)

Storyboard 1: A date at the museum

Storyboard 2: Holographic museum guide

EGYPT :  BACK FROM THE DEAD

CNCPT 001

Hold to Talk

“So you know your 
name but how did 
you even get here?”

John and Amy are on a date. They want 
to do something different; they decide 
to visit the Museum.

John is intrigued and wonders how 
interactive the exhibit is, so he asks a 
random but related question.  

While they are browsing through the 
Egyptian Exhibition an artefact speaks 
to them, taking them by suprise. 

The artefact answers, and also provides 
additional information about the other 
talking pieces in the collection.

Hold to Talk

Hold to Talk

“Hey Guys, I’m
King Tutankhamun”

Hold to Talk

Hold to Talk

“Thats a great 
question, Dr 
Wilkinson was...”

“I can actually answer
almost anything youd
want to know about me,
so can the other artefacts”

Hold to Talk

Hold to Talk

“Where do you 
come from??”

“Head down the hall
passing the four 
mummy heads then 
take a left”

Hold to Talk

Hold to Talk

Amy spots the “hold to talk” button next 
to an artefacts. She presses the button 
and asks a question. 

Now interested in the talking artefacts 
they follow the directions to the next 
part of the collection to learn more.

Hold to Talk

Hold to Talk

“I come from
Southern Egypt!”

Hold to Talk

Hold to Talk
Hold to Talk

“My name is Ra!
What did you want
to know!?”

To Amy’s delight the artefact responds. 
John’s  interest is now piqued and he 
moves in closer.  

They arrive at the artefact and are 
excited to find another part of Egyptian 
history to talk too and learn more.

ALEX, YOU’RE A HOLOGRAM NOW

CNCPT 002

“Hey Alex, who 
made that statue?”

“That was actually
made by Michaelangelo,
its one of the collections
most prized pieces”

Jane likes History and decides to 
visit the Museum for a fun day out 
by herself.

As she wanders through the different 
collections Jane asks Alex about pieces 
around her and what might interest her.

She buys a ticket and on entry to the 
museum itself has her ticket exchanged 
for what seems to be a hologram.

Jane is hungry and asks “Alex” where 
to eat. Alex begins navigation to a 
restroom with the cafe as the next stop.

“Im a little hungry
actually Alex, is there 
somewhere to eat, 
also where’s your bathroom?”

“Of course, bathroom
then a bite! Turn right at 
the end of the corridor
we’re pretty close”

“Hey I’m Alexandria, 
your historical
museum companion!”

Lorem ipsum dolor sit 
Lorem ipsum dolor sit 
amet, consectetuer 
adipiscing elit, sed diam 
nonummy nibh euismod 
tincidunt ut laoreet dolore 
magna aliquam erat 
volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad 

KING TUT
“Its been so good
getting to know you
Jane!”

Jane is intrigrued and pleasantly 
suprised that the hologram is a 
historical assistant and guide.

Jane is now leaving, but before she gives 
Alex back she connects her phone to 
Alex to save the exhibits for later.

“Hey Alex, I’m Jane! 
I really want to check
out ancient Egypt!”

“Of course! I’ll guide 
you there, start walking
down towards the
exhbits across the room

“Bye Jane!!”
SHARE YOUR
COLLECTION

She tells the assistant about her 
interests and it replies directing her to 
the exhibits which suit her best.

Jane leaves and shares her experience 
with friends, encouraging them to get 
their own historical assistant too.
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EGYPT :  BACK FROM THE DEAD
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Hold to Talk

“So you know your 
name but how did 
you even get here?”

John and Amy are on a date. They want 
to do something different; they decide 
to visit the Museum.

John is intrigued and wonders how 
interactive the exhibit is, so he asks a 
random but related question.  

While they are browsing through the 
Egyptian Exhibition an artefact speaks 
to them, taking them by suprise. 

The artefact answers, and also provides 
additional information about the other 
talking pieces in the collection.

Hold to Talk

Hold to Talk

“Hey Guys, I’m
King Tutankhamun”

Hold to Talk

Hold to Talk

“Thats a great 
question, Dr 
Wilkinson was...”

“I can actually answer
almost anything youd
want to know about me,
so can the other artefacts”

Hold to Talk

Hold to Talk

“Where do you 
come from??”

“Head down the hall
passing the four 
mummy heads then 
take a left”

Hold to Talk

Hold to Talk

Amy spots the “hold to talk” button next 
to an artefacts. She presses the button 
and asks a question. 

Now interested in the talking artefacts 
they follow the directions to the next 
part of the collection to learn more.

Hold to Talk

Hold to Talk

“I come from
Southern Egypt!”

Hold to Talk

Hold to Talk
Hold to Talk

“My name is Ra!
What did you want
to know!?”

To Amy’s delight the artefact responds. 
John’s  interest is now piqued and he 
moves in closer.  

They arrive at the artefact and are 
excited to find another part of Egyptian 
history to talk too and learn more.
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As she wanders through the 
different collections Jane asks 
Alex about pieces around her 
and what might interest her.

While they are browsing 
through the Egyptian Exhibition 
an artefact speaks to them, 
taking them by suprise.

She buys a ticket and on entry 
to the museum itself has her 
ticket exchanged for what 
seems to be a hologram.

The artefact answers, and also 
provides additional information 
about the other talking pieces 
in the collection.

Jane is hungry and asks “Alex” 
where to eat. Alex begins 
navigation to a restroom with 
the cafe as the next stop.

Amy spots the “hold to talk” 
button next to an artefacts. 
She presses the button
and asks a question.

Jane is intrigrued and 
pleasantly suprised that 
the hologram is a historical 
assistant and guide.

Now interested in the talking 
artefacts they follow the 
directions to the next part of 
the collection to learn more.

Jane is now leaving, but 
before she gives Alex back she 
connects her phone to Alex to 
save the exhibits for later.

To Amy’s delight the artefact 
responds. John’s interest is 
now piqued and he moves in 
closer.

She tells the assistant about 
her interests and it replies 
directing her to the exhibits 
which suit her best.

They arrive at the artefact and 
are excited to find another part 
of Egyptian history to talk too 
and learn more.

Jane leaves and shares her 
experience with friends, 
encouraging them to get their 
own historical assistant too.
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